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In The Beginning
Beam Me Up
A Kosher Eatery

“thousands” of hits a month.
If this price isn’t low enough, Katz
offers additional perks. Along with the
1,000-plus restaurant listings, the program
also includes more than 2,000 listings for
tuck in city traffic one day two years
Orthodox minyanim and monthly updates.
ago, Yitzie Katz began playing around
He plans on adding other listings, such as
with the features on his navigation sysmikvehs, through later updates.
tem, one of which was restaurant
“I felt if [customers] are buying
listings.
the data base for restaurants, I’d
“I was parked in front of a kosher
give them something to make it a
restaurant, but it didn’t even come up
no-brainer,” Katz said. “It’s chesed,
on the list,” he said. “If I weren’t a
added value.”
New Yorker, I wouldn’t have known
The system includes phone
it was kosher.”
numbers for the restaurants, as it
Katz, a former caterer and
warns that users should call and
software specialist who lives in
verify that the restaurant is still
Kew Gardens Hills, then set to
under supervision.
work compiling a data base of
“Wherever people are travelkosher restaurants to download
ing, they should know where they
into his GPS (Global Positioning
can get something to eat,” Katz said.
System).
The listings include supermarkets in
“It took me months, I almost
areas with few kosher options, and
didn’t do it at all because I got
very few bakeries are listed, except
so overwhelmed,” he said. “My Yitzie Katz demonstrates his Kosher GPS system. To date,
in those areas with slim kosher pickwife kept prodding me to do more, more than 1,000 kosher restaurants in the U.S. and Canada
ings.
another five tonight, another 10.” are programmed into the device.
“People have traveled to Boston,
By the time he was finished, he’d
Minnesota, California and used it, so
gathered information on more than 1,000 Tungsten T3, and costs only $18. It can be I know it works,” he said. “It’s nice to hear
kosher restaurants in the U.S. and Can- downloaded from the Web site, kosherres- my sweat didn’t go for naught.”
ada.
taurantsgps.com. Katz says he is receiving
Randi Sherman
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Ramaz Rook-ies
Shine In Tournament

He created the list by checking with
various kashrut authorities including the
Orthodox Union, Circle K and Star K, as
well as the Chicago Rabbinical Council.
Then he plotted their latitude and longitude coordinates. The program is compatible with a number of GPS devices such as
Garmin, TomTom, Magellan and PalmOne

of the only schools that did well competing
without a coach, without a team room, without a proper chess program.”

T

he tiny Ramaz School chess club has
no coach, no designated meeting hours
and no budget.
But what it does have is a second place
national title.
The “little chess club that could” was
a big surprise at the recent United States
Chess Federation national tournament in
Houston, where more than 1,000 K-12 students from dozens of schools played seven
rounds earlier this month.
A three-member Ramaz squad placed
second in the fourth-grade division, behind
Horace Mann Academy and ahead of Columbia Grammar and other private and public schools, most of which have full-time
chess instructors and classes that are part of
the curriculum.
Ramaz also had two other individual
players in the first- and second-grade
divisions.
Two Ramaz brothers, Jacob and Joshua
Berman, fared particularly well in the tournament, earning trophies as part of the top
15 ranked players in their divisions. Jacob
earned third place in the fourth-grade team
(out of 169 players), and Joshua earned
14th (out of 119 players) in the second
grade category.
“It was a huge deal. Few had ever heard
of Ramaz,” said the boys’ father, David,
who accompanied them to Houston. “Some
thought it was a French school! We were one

King me: Ramaz fourth-grader Jacob Berman takes third place in recent U.S. Chess
Federation tournament in Houston.

The other Ramaz fourth graders are
Matthew Alexander Levy, who came in
40th, and Alexander Eisenstein, at 46th.
Since a minimum of three players is required for team play, fourth grade was
the only division in which the school was
eligible for a title.
In the first-grade division, Daniel Levy
placed 25th out of 92 kids.
Ramaz and the Solomon Schechter
School of Westchester were the only Jewish schools to participate in the tournament.
The Schechter school, which had six players and has a formal chess program, won
overall third place in the eighth-grade division, with Ben Gershenov placing third,

Max Steinberg 33rd and Joshua Abady
59th out of 103 players.
David Berman, a hedge fund manager
from the Upper West Side, is the founder
of Chess for Change, an organization
that promotes chess among disadvantaged people in his native South Africa.
He has been playing chess with his
sons since they were toddlers. “Chess
is the gymnasium of the brain,” he says.
“Studies have proven that playing chess
increases your results in other subjects
by 20-30 percent.”
In other recent chess news, Marsel Efroimaski, a 12-year-old from Kfar Saba, Israel, won the championship for girls 12
and under at this year’s World Youth Chess
Championships last month in Turkey.
Staff Report

The 10 Lost Jibes
Highlights From
“The Torah: A Women’s
Commentary”

Jake Novak
10) Eve: banished from Eden
... but at least now she
could shop for shoes!
9) Mrs. Noah: Kept that ark
clean for months and
still got no credit!
8) Abraham smashes his
father’s idols, breaks his
mother’s best China
7) Hagar: Exhibit A in the
argument for why you
need your own career
6) Sarah: ‘Blessed’ by
becoming pregnant at 90
... are you kidding me?!?!
5) The Esau Syndrome, and
why we love bad boys
4) Jacob and Rachel in
Love, aka: The Bridges of
Mesopotamia County
3) Joseph and the Coat of
Many Colors ... Dinah and
the Dress of Many
Accessories
2) Trapped in the Sinai for
40 Years: Why Jewish
women always overpack
1) Moses had two Mommies
Jake Novak is a widely published
humor writer and standup comic.

THE JEWISH WEEK INDEX
If youʼre enjoying Christmas music and feeling guilty about it, you may feel better
enjoying it with a member of the tribe. Crooner Josh Groban, left, (Jewish father) just
tied Elvis (Shabbos goy) for most consecutive weeks atop the charts for a Christmas
album. Other MOTs to record Christmas records are Babs, Barry Manilow, the two
Neils (Diamond and Sedaka) and Harry Connick Jr. (Jewish mother).
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